THE PERFECT BUSINESS SOLUTION FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE ORGANIZATIONS

MT Canvas is a software solution that has been designed to help organizations visualize big data, socialize ideas, educate clients and work collaboratively.

VISUALIZATION
A key challenge facing all businesses that are wrestling with Big Data is the need to effectively see the whole system, in a very literal sense. It’s almost impossible to perform what-if scenarios, root cause analysis or even just understand the complete business without pulling all the data into one space. MT Canvas supports all the sources you need to get the big picture.

SOCIALIZATION
Sharing ideas and insights across a company or within a client community requires a platform that is extremely engaging and intuitive to use. This is one of the reasons why so many museums use the MultiTaction platform because the technology is less important than the content.

EDUCATION
One of the reasons why MultiTaction solutions are so popular with universities is the level of engagement that can be achieved when teaching a subject from the platform. This same need exists in the commercial space when educating internal employee groups of clients on new products and services. MT Canvas supports smart devices and IR pens for content contribution and annotation capability.

COLLABORATION
In a recent study collaboration in the work place is reportedly down by 20%. MT Canvas has the ability to support unlimited numbers of users with the most responsive technology in the industry which helps attract people to use the solution and create a great experience which dramatically improves collaboration.
MT Canvas is designed to run on the MultiTaction iWall family of display systems which delivers the most responsive touch experience available today. In addition, all iWall systems share a common set of benefits as defined below:

**MT INTELLIGENT SURFACE**
MultiTactions tracking technology literally looks through the glass to see what is touching the surface creating the possibility for a completely immersive experience.

**MT CODICE**
2D Barcode that can be read by the display surface making it possible to customize application behaviour to an individual.

**UNLIMITED PEN AND TOUCH**
Truly unlimited use of hands, infrared pens and MT Codice.

**MT CELL**
Full HD with an ultra thin bezel that can be stacked up to 50 megapixels across 50 feet wide.
KEY CAPABILITIES

INFINITE CANVAS
The working canvas is both infinite and scalable which caters for very large amounts of content and input both directly through note creation, pen annotation or remote devices.

BYOD SUPPORT
Bring Your Own Device support permits the use of laptops, tablets or other smart devices to contribute content as required. This fully supports the common practice of working on content away from a meeting on a device of choice and then pushing this content to the display wall during the session.

IR PEN SUPPORT
Although virtual keyboards are available on the screen where needed there is, in addition, full infrared pen support for writing notes, annotating images or writing directly on the infinite canvas.

MT CODICE SUPPORT
2D Bar codes can be used to create personal folders to store meeting information for later use.

ACCESS CLOUD BASED SERVICES
The internet and cloud based services are available through the web browser. Operate tens of browsers simultaneously, view web videos and run HTML5 applications.

MULTIPLE VIDEO FEEDS
To support situation room scenarios, multiple video feeds can be supported in resizable windows on the display wall.

EXTENSIBLE ARCHITECTURE
To support integration with legacy systems, creating custom visualizations and adding unique functionality, a highly capable plug-in architecture is provided based on the MT Cornerstone SDK.
MT CANVUS CAN BE DEPLOYED ON ANY MULTITACTION I WALL HARDWARE PLATFORM INCLUDING BOTH TURNKEY SOLUTIONS AS WELL AS CUSTOM IMPLEMENTATIONS, INCLUDING THE NEW MULTITACTION CURVED I WALL

For all pricing queries please contact your local sales representative or simply email info@multitaction.com

For additional information please visit the website at www.multitaction.com
For further information on MT CANVUS please contact:

**Europe, Middle East & Africa**
Email: sales-emea@multitaction.com
Phone: +358 45 630 8580

**Americas**
Email: sales-us@multitaction.com
Phone: +1 (888) 716 8584

**Asia**
Email: sales-asia@multitaction.com
Phone: +65 6513 9980